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In the June 22 issue of BUSINESS AMERICA, Brian Hannon and Marie Haugen of the US
Commerce Department examined developments in debt conversion programs in many Latin
American countries. A summary of their results for Chile follows. Attractions for investors: Clear-cut
rules, favorable foreign investment climate. Conversions to date: May 1985-March 1987, $1.7 billion
in swaps, representing approximately 10% of Chile's $16 billion of debt eligible for conversion (the
remainder of the $19.3 billion foreign debt is official credits which cannot be converted). Regulations
governing debt conversions: Chapter XVII Provides only for purchases of Chile's external debt by
nationals and the peso proceeds need not be used for investment. Access to foreign exchange is
not guaranteed and Central Bank approval is not required; Chapter XIX specifically for foreigners
who must seek Central Bank approval for a specific investment and are guaranteed access to foreign
exchange and are subject to capital and profit remittance restrictions; Decree Law 600: provision
allowing for debt-to-equity swaps in start-up operations rather than the purchase of exisiting assets.
Inflation remains low (17%). A ceiling of $30 million on the monthly volume of Chapter XIX swaps
and payment of converted debt in long-term bonds with favorable real interest rates has helped
dampen inflationary effects. Capital associated with debt-to-equity investment must remain in
Chile for ten years; repatriation of profits cannot begin until the fifth year, and then only 25% of the
profits in that year. Dominant groups of investors: Chilean nationals and multinational corporations.
[Brian Hannon and Marie Haugen, Office of South America, International Trade Administration (US
Commerce Dept.), "Latin America, Debt Conversion Proliferates," BUSINESS AMERICA 06/22/87,
2-8).]
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